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1. Directors' Message  

The board would like to thank everyone who contributed towards the goals of God's Way Ltd in the 2021-
2022 financial year. 

With only 5 members, 3 volunteers and less than 30 probationary volunteers, the organisation still 
managed to achieve a lot. 

1.1. Work continued on the Caretakers' property 
This property will provide the organisation with vital infrastructure including, sheds to house heavy 
equipment and machinery; a large dam with pump which can deliver water to food gardens and 
environmental regeneration projects on this and the adjacent Function Centre properties; and a 
comfortable residence for caretakers who can oversee works and activities on this and the adjacent 
Function Centre property. 

Work on the sheds, landscaping, terrace creation (for food production), and residence renovation 
continued this year. Plans for the pumping and solar power infrastructure were also completed. 

1.2. Volunteer days were increased 
Six (or more) volunteer activity days were in most months this financial year. The increased volunteer 
days created opportunities for: 

- Members to develop essential management skills 

- Participants to receive consistent feedback on the spiritual and emotional issues preventing them from 
becoming members of the organisation 

- Jesus provided many hours of in person education about how to apply the spiritual and emotional 
principles of God's Way in practical everyday life and relationships 

1.3. General maintenance across all properties, plant and equipment continued 
This included: 

- Experiments in, and refinement of, techniques for invasive species management 

- Regular maintenance of heavy machinery (on loan to the organisation from Catherine Spence) 
including dozer, excavator 

- Maintenance of tools and lighter machinery, including tractor, mower, chainsaws etc 

- Maintenance of house and roads on the Environment Centre 

1.4. The seed project continued 
Over 750 species of native Australian seed continues to be spread across all of the God's Way Ltd 
properties. The local area has benefited from an unusually wet year which will likely assist in germination 
of seeds spread this year. 

This year seed from existing plants on God's Way Ltd and neighbouring properties was collected and 
spread or stored for future regeneration projects. 

1.5. Building development plans 
God's Way Ltd members began to plan for a new building development which would create a large 
auditorium, a café, and short and long term accommodation on the Function Centre property. Building 
methods for the development have been investigated and initial plans and concept drawings completed. 
The company awaits sufficient donations and sufficient passionate volunteers in order to start the building 
process. 
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1.6. In closing 
We are grateful to have the opportunity to oversee the operations of a uniquely motivated company and 
look forward to the possibilities of the coming years. A continued emphasis on moral and spiritual 
principles in members, volunteers and probation volunteers will ensure successful outcomes and provide 
rare and valuable opportunities to those who wish to take part in the company's future. 

2. The board in 2021-2022 

  

Jesus (Alan John Miller) 
Director, Mentor & Advisor  

Director since June 2022 
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 12 

Jesus continues to guide God’s Way Ltd in the application of spiritual 
principles. He leads the board, members and volunteers in their growth and 
development of a relationship with God. 

In addition he continues to gift the company with his expertise in project 
planning, property management, innovation, and digital systems administration. 

 

Mary Luck 
Director 

Director since January 2017 
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 12 

Mary has a background in health and an interest in matters affecting refugees 
and displaced and marginalised groups of society. 

She brings her love for God and God's Laws to the organisation and envisions 
the powerful potential of a growing number of members and volunteers working 
together in harmony with God's Laws, the company Constitution and 
Fundaments. 

  

Eloisa Sparks  
Operations Manager, Secretary & Treasurer  

Director since September 2016 
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 12 

Eloisa has a well developed passion for the discovery of God’s Laws and living 
God's Way. She is passionate about human relationships. Drawing on her 
experience as a teacher, a parent of three, and her knowledge of God's Principles 
she is currently developing a free resource for parents and educators. 

Eloisa also brings experience as a prior land and sheep station owner and a 
passion for environmental recovery to her roles within God's Way Ltd. 

 

Catherine Spence 
Former Director 

Director September 2016-June 2022 
Directors’ Meetings Attended: 10 

Catherine offers the company wisdom from many years as a grazier and station 
manager. She has a background in nursing and a strong interest in God. 
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3. Thank you to our donors 

The board is grateful to all of those individuals and companies who currently support the organisation 
financially or contribute gifts in the form of time, energy, resources and skills. Without your generosity 
the company would not exist. 
 
We give special mention to financial supporters, Divine Truth Pty Ltd and current members who have 
this year enabled project work and general company operations to continue. 
 

 

 

3.1. Financial Supporters 
The board wishes to acknowledge the financial support the company receives from individuals around the 
globe. Whether your contribution is small or large, we value your interest in furthering the aims of God's 
Way Ltd as outlined in the company constitution.  

Your general donations assist the company to cover ongoing accounting and administrative costs. We 
also acknowledge the donations towards specific Environment Branch projects, such as the terrace 
project, as well as Construction Branch projects, such as the proposed Function Centre development. 

For their significant donations this year, special thanks to: 

Catherine Spence Gary Runting  

Diane Livingstone Pam Newman 

Suzanne Stallard & Roger Miles Christopher Wenner 

Neena Love Divine Truth 

 

Additional thanks to Paul Simmons who donated an 18 acre property in Kingaroy to God's Way Ltd this 
year. The property provides the company with a variety of options for future development and financial 
security over the coming years. 
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3.2. Divine Truth Pty Ltd 
Along with regular monetary donations, Divine Truth Pty Ltd also provides God's Way Ltd with 
providing the following gifts:  

 Spiritual material to guide God's Way Ltd operations 
 All information technical infrastructure, including computers and data storage, computer network 

infrastructure, and software purchase and updates 
 Website development services 
 Use of a Isuzu utility and tip truck for use in environment projects 
 Land on which to develop and refine environmental recovery techniques 
 Video and audio recording equipment 
 Tools & equipment used in environment projects 
 

Without Divine Truth, God's Way Ltd would not exist or operate. 

3.3. Current Members 
We acknowledge the work of the individual members who continue to voluntarily contribute their time, 
money and creativity to assist God's Way Ltd to become established and to carry out projects. 

 

The members in the 2021- 2022 financial year 

Jesus (Alan John Miller) who became a director of the company in the last part of this financial year. 
Besides his moral and spiritual development, Jesus gifts to the company his expertise in areas of 
engineering, electronics, information technology and network systems, project management, and 
teaching. He is generous and passionate in his leadership and in his contributions. So far, his efforts more 
than any other individual have kept God's Way Ltd operational. He is instrumental in the planning and 
implementation of every project within the organisation. No job is too big or small for Jesus. His attitude 
and emotions reflect the company constitution and as such he is the company's greatest friend and asset. 
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Jesus presents to God's Way Ltd Probation Volunteers & Members on the subject "How Progress Occurs" 

 
Eloisa Sparks (formerly Eloisa Lytton Hitchins), who, acts as secretary, treasurer and operations 
manager for the company. Eloisa demonstrates the benefits of living in harmony with God's Way and 
provides an example to anyone who interacts with the company, as volunteer, probation volunteer, 
tradesperson or event participant, of what it means to uphold the company constitution. She manages 
environment and infrastructure projects and deals with ordering and equipment trials for the company. 
God's Way Ltd benefits from her physical efforts and her lived example. 
 

 

Eloisa & Cornelius: 

 

 

Managers in the field 

 
Cornelius (David Walsh) who completes all construction work for the company, participates in 
infrastructure planning and implementation (including earth and roadwork). He is involved in design and 
engineering discussions with Jesus, inventory of certain supplies, and detailed record keeping for the 
Caretakers' residence renovation project and all projects he is involved with. 
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Cornelius sets up the video camera for a presentation 
with Jesus 

 

 

Cornelius & Jesus plan for solar hot water installation 
at the Caretakers' Residence 

 
We also extend our ongoing thanks to Catherine Spence (director from September 2016 to June 2022) 
for her continuing support in the form of monetary donations, loan of equipment and machinery and 
belief in the company objectives. Catherine moved away from the local area this year and while she is no 
longer involved in the day to day operations of God's Way Ltd she remains a keen supporter of the 
organisation's vision and attends regular members meetings. 
 

Catherine 

 

 

Mary works on documentation tasks 

 
Mary Magdalene (Mary Luck) who for the second half of the financial year has been involved in 
volunteer management, reporting and communications for God's Way Ltd. 
 

3.4. Volunteers & Probation Volunteers 
Volunteers and probation volunteers mainly provide assistance in the areas of invasive species 
management. Most participants still require close management due to their resistance to following 
direction and remaining humble and loving throughout activity days. However God's Way Ltd and the 
board is very grateful for their physical efforts.  
 
We extend particular thanks to those specific volunteers and probation volunteers who demonstrate 
dedication to attend consistently, who take time to learn principles involved in jobs and who take 
responsibility for set up and clean up on volunteer days. 
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Probation Volunteers inventory first aid supplies 

 

Probation Volunteer Activity - Data Entry 

 

Volunteer Clean Up 

 
 
 
Special thanks is given to Kate Eckersall, 
volunteer, who has worked under Jesus direction 
this year to program various applications which 
will improve efficiency and consistency with data 
storage within the organisation. She is also 
working under Jesus to redesign the God's Way 
Ltd website. 
 
Her efforts are invaluable as she is able to 
complete some tasks that would otherwise be left 
solely to Jesus to undertake. 
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4. God's Way Ltd Objectives - 2021-2022 Financial Year 

4.1. To create work environments and projects that are, as far as possible, in 
harmony with God's Love, Principles & Law 
Environments that reflect God's Love and Laws are important because they: 

1. Optimise company performance & promote the most efficient and effective outcomes. 

For more information about how God's Principles improve function, economy and long lasting 
outcomes see the Assistance Group Series "Understanding God's Loving Laws" presented by Divine 
Truth. These are available to view on the Divine Truth Main You Tube Channel (Group 1   Group 2) 

2. Provide people within those environments with experiences which demonstrate the power for growth 
and happiness when people act in harmony with those Laws. 

4.2. To implement experiments which innovate in areas of environmental 
regeneration, construction & information Sharing 
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4.3. To create infrastructure to support the above objectives 
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5. Construction & Infrastructure Report 

5.1. Project Work Summary 

Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Construction & 
Infrastructure 

Caretakers’ 
Shed Extension 

To provide a drive-
through heavy vehicle 
servicing area (such as 
the bulldozer, excavator, 
truck) for use in any 
weather.  

These vehicles support 
the environmental 
recovery projects. 

To increase storage 
space for equipment, 
servicing fluids and 
building materials 

Foundations laid 

Portals constructed 

Roof sheets & gutters 
installed 

Shed side wall 
constructed 

Complete 

 Caretakers' 
Residence 
Renovation 

To create a functional, 
easy to maintain 
residence for one or 
more caretakers' to live 
in. 

These caretakers' would 
perform general 
maintenance on God's 
Way Ltd' properties, as 
well as, oversee the land, 
deliveries and 
tradespeople on both the 
Caretakers' & Function 
Centre properties. 

Internal painting 

Mirrored robes installed 

Shower screen installed 

Kitchen, vanity, desk, 
cabinetry in robe 
cupboards, king bed 
bases with lift up 
storage, installed 

Electrical and plumbing 
fit-off 

Hot water tank and solar 
hot water frames 
installed 

Laundry fixtures 
completed 

 

Ongoing 
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Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Construction & 
Infrastructure 

Caretakers' 
Residence 
garden & yard 

To create functional, low 
maintenance yard and 
garden, with low fire 
hazard 

Stone path areas around 
house 

Preparation for garden 
landscaping 

Ongoing 

 Road ways on 
Function Centre 
& Caretakers' 
Centre 

To create an all weather 
road which joins 
Function Centre with 
Caretakers Property 

Initial roadway was cut, 
road surfacing still to be 
done 

Ongoing 

 Removal of 
fences on 
Caretakers' 
Centre 

To create open space for 
future terracing on this 
property and to reduce 
barbed wire hazard for 
native animal 

Wire and fence posts 
removed  

Complete 

 Water Systems 
for Caretakers' 
residence & 
dam pumping 

To find efficient and 
long lasting pumping 
solutions that will 
transport water from the 
caretakers' property dam 
to higher elevations for 
storage and irrigation of 
environmental projects 

To find efficient and 
long lasting pumping 
solutions for rain water 
in residences and public 
facilities 

Tank system installed 
for the capture and 
sharing of rain water and 
the holding of dam water 
for irrigation of terraces 
and caretakers' garden  

An experimental 
replacement for 
conventional first flush 
systems to ensure clean 
water catchment and 
storage is in 
development 

Dam pump research & 
purchase 

House pump research & 
purchase 

Ongoing 

 Removal of four 
leaking & 
poorly 
ventilated 
shipping 
containers from 
Environment 
Centre property 

To reduce maintenance 
of unused or impractical 
infrastructure. The 
containers had problems 
with heat transfer, which 
created constant 
condensation and 
mildew inside 

Shipping containers 
from Environment 
Centre property were 
sold, so that the area 
where they sat could be 
better utilised 

Complete 
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5.2. Function Centre Caretakers’ Shed Extension 
The shed extension on the caretakers' property is now complete. 

 

 

5.2.1. Pictorial Overview of Steps in the Caretakers' Shed Extension 

 

Previous shed annex 

 

 

Annex is removed 

 

Formwork for footings to support new shipping 
container storage are created 

 

 

Footings poured 
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Shipping containers lifted into place 

 

 

Shipping containers storage for tools and equipment 

 

 

New roof takes shape 

 

 

 

 

Undercover area for heavy machinery maintenance 
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Above: Aerial view of caretakers' property before 
the shed extension 

On Right: Aerial view of caretakers' property after 
the shed extension 

 

 

 

 

The old and new roofs meet seamlessly 
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5.3. Caretakers' Residence Renovation 
The caretakers' residence renovation, commenced in prior years, has been ongoing this year. Works on 
the renovation have been carried out sporadically as other projects often took priority throughout the year. 

Several years ago when the Caretakers' property was purchased, the house was ready for an upgrade. The 
aim of the upgrade was to create a house that was to be as maintenance free as possible. The decision was 
made to renovate using some experimental methods, along with carefully considered material choices and 
design. 

The existing house for example had 3 different types of floor coverings; carpet, ceramic tiles, floating 
timber floor. All required different methods to maintain. The decision was made to have one hard wearing 
floor covering throughout suitable for the warm Queensland climate. 

The house also needed to be functional for its intended use and purpose, that is, comfortable in all seasons 
(well insulated, cross flow ventilation and catching prevailing cool breezes), and to allow easy access to 
features that may need future repairs, maintenance or changes. Materials were selected for durability and 
longevity. 

5.3.1. Works completed on the renovation this year: 

Installation of: 

 Kitchen 

 Bathroom vanity 

 Office desk 

 Wardrobe cabinetry  

 King bed bases with under bed storage 

 Mirrored robes 

 Shower screen 

 Laundry sink and shelving 

House interior was painted 

Electrical and plumbing fixtures were fitted-off with power and temporary water connected to the house. 

Hot water tank and solar hot water were installed and stone path areas were created around the house. 

 

Living Room to Kitchen Hallway Before 

 

 

Living Room to Kitchen Hallway After 
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Kitchen & Bedroom Makeover 

 

 

Kitchen & Bedroom After 

 

Bathroom Before 

 

 

Bathroom After 

 

Living Room Before 

 

 

Living Room After 
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Kitchen Before 

 

 

Kitchen After 

 
 
 

 

Kitchen During 

 

 

Kitchen After 

 
 
 

 

Laundry Before 

 

 

Laundry After 
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Office Before 

 

 

Office After 

 

The caretakers' house is now ready for habitation, however there are additional works to be completed 
surrounding the house before a final clean inside and outside when new caretakers can move in. 

Many of the experimental methods and materials trailed during the renovation on this house, along with 
reasoning behind decisions relating to design and fit out, will be presented in the coming year on the 
God's Way Ltd website. These experiments and decisions were all made with consideration given to 
God's Laws and trying to work in harmony with them as much as possible given the current earth 
environment and available building methods and materials. 

 

Geohex Grid Creates Foundation for Stone Paths 

 

 

Rock Laid in the Geohex to Create Pathways 
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Hot Water Tank Installed 

 

 

Cover for Hot Water Tank Erected 

 

Chanel for pipe between Solar Collector & Water Tank 

 

 

Frames for Solar Capture Tubes Constructed 

 

 

5.4. Road construction on Function Centre & Caretakers' Centre 
Using the bulldozer and excavator on loan from Catherine Spence, a road was constructed to link the 
Function and Caretakers Centres. This was to allow ease of access between properties in wet weather and 
to allow heavy machinery to pass between the properties without having to use a public road. 

The initial road area was built under existing power lines which meant that no trees had to be cleared. The 
road still needs surface dressing to reduce how greasy it becomes in wet weather. 
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The new road running from the Caretakers' Property to the Function Centre 

 

6. Environment Branch Report 

6.1. Project Work Summary 
 

Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Environment  Function Centre 
Terrace Project 
Phase 1 

Reduce water run off on 
sloped ground 
Increase microbial & 
plant life in damaged 
landscapes 

Seven terraces covering 
an area of over two acres 
built 

Phase 1 
Complete 

 Caretakers' 
House Terraces 

Create fertile areas for 
orchard & vegetable 
gardens 

Five terraces built and 
seeded at the Caretakers 
house 

Ongoing 
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Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Environment Invasive Species 
Management 

To discover innovative 
and non toxic ways to 
manage invasive 
introduced flora and 
fauna while regeneration 
of the native flora and 
fauna takes place 

Management of khaki 
weed, mother of millions 
and lantana plants was 
carried out on all God's 
Way Ltd properties  

Ongoing 

 Seed Store 
Management 

To preserve large seed 
store in a cool, dry 
location before it is 
distributed/spread on 
God's Way properties 

Organisation of seed into 
categories within current 
fridge storage 

Ongoing 

 Native Species 
Catalogue 

To create a database of 
photos and information 
pertaining to native 
flora, starting with the 
digitisation of the survey 
of native species present 
on God's Way Learning 
Centres. This survey was 
completed in the 2020-
2021 financial year 

Trials of light boxes and 
various cameras in order 
to accurately photograph 
specimens 

Ongoing 

 Planting for 
Low Water 
Environments 

To find effective 
methods of planting that 
support small trees and 
plants during long 
periods of low rainfall.  

Trial underway using 
cacti pads in the base of 
planting holes to retain 
water. 

Ongoing 

6.2. Terrace Project 
This project is designed to prevent runoff of local rainfall, retaining it for longer periods within 
constructed terraces and allowing it to soak into the ground. The aim is to provide moisture to ground soil 
in order to enable re-forestation of thousands of seeded Australian native species, and to create habitat for 
native micro and macro organisms. 

Phase 1 of the Terrace Project on the Function Centre property is now complete. It covers approximately 
20 acres of sloped and previously degraded and eroded land. There are a total of 41 terraces. In addition, 
2 ponds catch, store, and seep water underground and provide water holes for wildlife.  

This financial year terrace construction also began on the Caretakers' property. 
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A variety of acacia now established in terrace 18 

 

6.2.1. Terraces completed this financial year 

This year on the Function Centre seven terraces (covering 2 acres) were constructed to complete Phase 1 
of the project on the north east hillside. All terraces have now been seeded with the full variety of over 
750 seeds purchased by God's Way Ltd. 

 

Native & Legume Seed Mix ready for  
spreading in new terraces 

 

Newly built Terrace 34 after heavy rain 

 

Acacia with the bank of Terrace 16 visible 

 

Acacias Bloom in Terrace 16 
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Eloisa Seeds a Terrace 

 

Phase 1 Terrace Project on the Function Centre 
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Newly Constructed Terrace After Rain 

 
An additional terrace was created above the entry to the Function Centre property. It covers an area of 
approximately 0.26 acres (1,046.13m squared). It quickly filled to the top of its highest bank with the first 
rainfall after completion. This proves that an immense amount of water runs off the Function Centre 
every time it rains.  

When more terraces are constructed above this initial terrace, the water pressure will be dispersed 
between multiple terraces and should create the desired effect of preventing water run off and 
encouraging a slow seep into the ground, improving ground water and providing irrigation to flora within 
each terrace. 

Above: The new terrace full after the first rain 
Right: The same terrace still full some weeks later 

 

 

At the moment this is the only terrace on the hill.  
Once more terraces are built above the terrace  

it will act less like a dam. 

On the Caretakers Centre approximately 1.5 acres was terraced. The first project instance was to build 5 
terraces as a part of a garden landscape project. These were seeded with various legumes, acacias, insect 
attracting and green manure species. 
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Five new terraces complete on the Caretakers' Property 
Caretakers' residence in lower left corner & dam in the lower right 

 

 

Terrace 3 at the Caretakers' Residence Under Construction 
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6.3. Invasive Species Management 
Various methods for the management of select invasive introduced species continue on all God's Way Ltd 
properties. Aims of these initiatives include: 

 To preserve foot and vehicle access to properties which are free of invasive plant species. This is 
done to lessen or prevent the spread of introduced species to other areas on the property and/or 
other properties. 

 To support native Australian plant species involved in God's process of land recovery by 
reducing the domination of the introduced species  

 To find the inherent intelligence which God has placed into the introduced species and to support 
these properties and purposes either through the use of a native species with the same properties 
and purposes or by allowing the introduced species to proliferate in a certain area or time frame 

 To measure the desire for various loving qualities in participants during invasive species 
management activities, including the individual's thoroughness, attention to detail and 
willingness to follow instruction 

 

Volunteers weed Mother of Millions on the hillside 

Below: Immature Mother of Millions plants 
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Khaki Weeding on the Function Centre 

 

This year, work on this project focussed on khaki weed and mother of millions plant with some good 
progress being seen by first pulling invasive species and then using cardboard and soil cover to halt or 
delay regrowth. This method immediately restores a cover to soil and native seed is spread on the surface 
to encourage native recovery plants to take the place of introduced species. 
 

Mature Khaki weed with seed 

 

 

In the weeds 
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6.4. Seed Collection, Storage & Native Species Specimen Photography 
This year, local native seed was gathered, sorted and stored. Work has begun on a procedure to 
photograph plant specimens. 

 

Corymbia bloxsomei 

 

 

 

 

Volunteers shell & sort seed which has been hand 
collected in the local area 

 

 

Seed storage and distribution training 
 with Eloisa & Mary 
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7. Cleaning & Maintenance Report 

7.1. Project Work Summary 

Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Cleaning & 
Maintenance 

Learning Centre 
Maintenance 

To maintain roads, 
facilities and dwelling at 
all Learning Centres 

This year regular 
maintenance was 
performed on the 
Environment Centre, 
including keeping roads 
clear of hazards, house 
kept clean and excess 
gear removed, old 
leaking shipping 
containers removed from 
the property 

On the Function & 
Caretakers' Centres 
roads were maintained 
and invasive species 
managed 

Ongoing 

 Heavy & 
Outdoor 
Machinery 
Cleaning & 
Maintenance  

To keep all machinery 
owned or used by God's 
Way Ltd in excellent 
working condition 

To create procedures for 
regular cleaning and 
maintenance tasks 

Regular maintenance of 
the machinery, even 
when it was not in 
regular use 

A small team trained to 
complete this 
maintenance 
independently 

Trial procedures have 
been prepared and are 
currently being used 

Ongoing 

 

God's Way Ltd probation volunteers, volunteers and members participate in the set up and cleaning for all 
volunteer activities. Care for all environments and equipment is an important principle of love which is 
emphasised throughout every God's Way Ltd activity. Every person within the organisation is required to 
take part in cleaning and maintenance activities. 

 

Volunteers clean tools after work 

 

 

Volunteers trial system for tool cleaning 
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7.2. Heavy & Outdoor Machinery Cleaning & Maintenance 
This year a small team began formal training in the maintenance and servicing requirements for all heavy 
machinery, trucks, the utility and small machinery used by God's Way Ltd. 

 

Machinery, equipment & vehicles are cleaned and serviced regularly 

Dozer service 

 

Dozer service 

 

Yellow tipper open for servicing 

 

 

Service trailer which supplies fuel and servicing to 
heavy machinery is cleaned 
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8. Member & Volunteer Management 

This year God's Way Ltd held over 50 Volunteer Participation Days 

 

Seed Cataloguing & Seed Sorting 

 

 

Invasive Species Management 

 

 

Invasive Species Management 

 

 

Documentation 

 

Machinery Cleaning & Maintenance 

 

Invasive Species Management 
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Probation Volunteers remove seeds from each other's back after picking weeds all morning 

 

Between 9 & 30 probation volunteers, volunteers & members attended 
each Volunteer Participation Day. 

Saturday activities averaged around 25 participants throughout the year. 

 

Volunteer debrief with Jesus, Mary, Eloisa & 
Cornelius 

 

 

Clean up & potty training helpers 
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Volunteer shreds paper to be used as a source of 
carbon in environment projects 

 

Eloisa gives volunteers instructions 
 
 

Invasive Species Management 

 

Activities included Invasive Species Management, Data Entry, Cleaning 
& General Maintenance 

Cleaning seeds from boots before we leave 

 

 

Water break with a praying mantis along for the ride 
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Spiritual Education Sessions were held with Jesus each Saturday 

 

Lunch discussion with Jesus after a morning volunteering 

 

 

Jesus & Mary at lunch with the group 
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9. Information Sharing 

9.1. Project Work Summary 

Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed this 
Year 

Status 

Information 
Sharing 

Livestream 
Capability  

To establish ways for 
both God's Way Ltd and 
Divine Truth Pty Ltd to 
share information and 
hold events via internet 
livestream 

Extensive research has 
been carried out, no 
solution found, 
investigations continue 

Clear out of Divine 
Truth studio underway. 
This is necessary to 
create a regular space for 
livestreaming to occur 

Ongoing 

 Website 
Upgrade 

To create a searchable 
independent website for 
God's Way Ltd 

Work underway to 
create 'sister' websites 
for God's Way Ltd & 
Divine Truth Pty Ltd. 
Both will have a search 
function and the same 
look and feel. 

Ongoing 

 Content Tool To assist organisation 
volunteers who are not 
educated in computer 
programming to easily 
populate web pages 

A tool is in development 
which will assist 
volunteers to create web 
content with no prior 
programming knowledge 

Ongoing 

9.2. Website Upgrade 
Jesus is directing and managing the joint project to upgrade both the Divine Truth Pty Ltd website and the 
God's Way Ltd website.  

The new sites will have similar look and feel and identical navigation features. Crucially both upgraded 
sites will have their own search engine. 

9.3. Livestream Capabilities 
Jesus has investigated many ways to enable live stream discussions and sharing of information from the 
Divine Truth studio. This project would allow not only Divine Truth Pty Ltd but also God's Way Ltd to 
host live online teaching events, live Q&A sessions about current works and projects and to give live 
feedback to people around the world. Investigations into this possibility are ongoing but experiments 
completed towards this aim have included: installation of a new antenna at the Divine Truth studio, trial 
of various internet connections, trial of various hardware alternatives which may improve connectivity. 
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Assembly of one of the antenna tested 

 

 

Consulting on how it will work 

 

Taking it into the field for testing from a number of 
locations 

 

 

MIMO antenna were among 4 different antennas 
tested 

10. Data & Information Technology 

10.1. Project Work Summary 

Branch Project Aim Tasks Completed 
this Year 

Status 

Information 
Technology & 
Data Storage 

Server & 
Network 
Maintenance 

To create and maintain 
an efficient method for 
sharing and storing data 
within the organisation 

Server Upgrades 

Software Upgrades 

 

Ongoing 

 File & Folder 
Naming 
Application 

To provide an 
application which 
ensures that data/media 
creators within the 
organisation name & 
store data in a 
standardised, easily 
searchable way 

Application in 
development 

Ongoing 
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Along with ongoing maintenance of the software and hardware required to store God's Way Ltd data, 
Jesus has also designed and led projects to create:  

 Preliminary database design to enable powerful & flexible searching of God's Way website. 

 An application which will generate consistent file names and folder storage locations for all 
God's Way Ltd files 

 An application for browsing code snippets and samples that will assist God's Way Ltd 
directors/non-programmers to develop content for the website 

Kate Eckersall is working under Jesus to create these digital improvements to information sharing and 
data storage. 

 

Screenshot of the new file naming application  
to be used by volunteers 
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Work underway on webpage generator 

11. Design &Future Planning 

This year, designs and plans were commenced for: 

11.1. Function Centre Building Development 
This year God's Way Ltd members began discussions and plans to build a God’s Way Function Centre on 
a local God’s Way Learning Centre property. The Function Centre will include an auditorium, office, 
visitors centre and various private accommodations for caretakers, managers and visitors. 
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The Centre will be owned and operated by God’s Way Ltd but would serve as a venue for both Divine 
Truth and God’s Way events. 

Having a purpose built venue would: 

 Allow Divine Truth and God’s Way presentations to become regular weekly events 

 Eliminate the recording problems experienced at third party venues, such as, radio interference, 
acoustic problems, lighting difficulties, and more 

 Allow better time management and efficiency, since the venue could remain set up and ready to 
be used. 

 Create flexibility for scheduling events, and enable much more frequent seminars, groups and 
presentations.  

 Reduce overall costs once the facility is built. At the moment venue hire costs are increasing 
substantially, this money would be better spent on building and maintaining the God’s Way Ltd 
facility. 

 Enable frequent God’s Way presentations on topics such as environmental recovery, human 
relationships, teaching and parenting, children and families. 

 Allow for visiting guest speakers to present on topics in harmony with God’s Principles. All 
presentations would be free and open to the public. 

 Create a template or learning example for centres with the same purpose to be constructed in 
other continents 

Plans for this project are ongoing. Many factors impact when construction will begin. These include the 
amount of available funds in God's Way and company priorities.  

 

 

Members survey the Function Centre property for potential building sites 
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Proposed Function Centre Side View 

 

 

Function Centre First Floor - the proposed centre would have two floors and a large rooftop which can be 
utilized for power & electrical services along with other things 
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11.2. Potential Living Centre Building Development 
An opportunity to create a communally funded living centre on the God's Way Ltd Logan Road property 
was offered to current probation volunteers and their partners. The idea for this centre was specifically to 
provide an environmentally sound, easily maintained set of standard residences for people who are aging 
and may not be able to manage properties or yards in the medium term.  

A number of meetings were held by interested parties and Jesus consulted with the group about various 
principles and ideas. At this stage plans for this centre are on hold due to a lack of cooperative effort 
between the interested parties towards the common goal to construct and run such a living centre. 

 

Interested parties discuss plans for a Living Centre 

 

Jesus gives advice on potential plans 
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12. Financial Report 

God's Way Ltd chooses to regularly report to members and make financial records public via the God's 
Way Ltd website in order to be transparent about all company dealings. 

God’s Way Ltd is funded via the collection of member’s fees and the receipt of monetary gifts and 
donations. 

This year as the company received less than $250,000 AUD it remains classified as a small business and 
as such there is no legal requirement for audit or review. 

The company will be required to submit to independent financial review when earnings are between 
$250,000 and one million dollars. Once earnings are over one million dollars an audit is required. 

Included in this document is: 

 A table of Operating Result 

 Balance Sheet  

 Profit & Loss statement as of 30 June 2022 

12.1. Operating Result 

EQUITY $  PROFIT & LOSS $ 

Total Assets 1,846,619  Total Income 46,044 

Total Liabilities -(1,093)  Total Expenses 140,233 

Net Equity 1,847,712  Net Loss -94,188 

   Carried Forward Losses -170,096 

   Total Accumulated Losses -264,284 
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12.2. Income Statement 30 June 2022 
 2021 

$ 
2022 

$ 
INCOME   

Donations 12,356 22,283 

Fuel Tax Credits Received - 4,605 

Interest CBA Bank 33 10 

Members Fees 5,273 6,010 

Profit / Loss on Sale of Fixed Assets - 13,000 

Refunds - 136 

TOTAL INCOME 17,662 46,044 

LESS TAXATION RECONCILIATION ITEMS   

Non Assessable Mutual Income -5,273 -6,010 

NET INCOME 12,389 40,034 

EXPENSES   

Accounting Fees 1,430 1,430 

Bank Fees 130 210 

Consulting Fees - 700 

Contractors 3,600 29,600 

Depreciation Expense 3,863 1,855 

Equipment Expenses 4,244 15,965 

Experiments 314 - 

Filing Fees 1,563 1,479 

Information Technology 2,456 9,293 

Insurance 9,033 11,539 

Land Tax 2,864 3,108 

Motor Vehicle Expenses 318 2,478 

Office Expenses 302 1,658 

Programs - 106 

Property Rates 6,930 10,248 

Property Repairs & Maintenance 42,986 44,157 

Safety Equipment 118 397 

TOTAL EXPENSES 85,423 140,233 

NET LOSS (NET INCOME - EXPENSES) (67,762) (94,188) 

Accumulated Losses ( at the beginning of the financial year) (102,334) (170,096) 

TOTAL ACCUMULATED LOSSES 
 (Net Loss + Accumulated Losses) (170,096) (264,284)
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12.3. Balance Sheet 30 June 2022 
 2021 

$ 
2022 

$ 
CURRENT ASSETS   

CBA Business Transaction Account 12,646 35,910 

CBA Business Online Saver 84,553 295,453 

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 97,199 331,363 

NON-CURRENT ASSETS   

107 Home Creek Loop Rd Cushnie 624,072 624,072 

4608 HCL 107 Land 343,239 343,239 

4608 HCL 107 Asset 280,832 280,832 

4608 HCL 107 Improvements 5,614 5,614 

4608 HCL 107 Less Depreciation (5,614) (5,614)

14191 Chinchilla Wondai Rd Cushnie 400,731 400,731 

4608 CWR 14191 Land 400,731 400,731 

4608 CWR 14191 Improvements 4,000 4,000 

4608 CWR 14191 Less Depreciation (4,000) (4,000)

14243 Chinchilla Wondai Rd Cushnie 200,000 283,616 

4608 CWR 14243 Land 200,000 200,000 

4608 CWR 14243 Improvements 20,900 20,900 

4608 CWR 14243 Improvements Dwelling - 66,867 

4608 CWR 14243 Improvements Infrastructure - 17,834 

4608 CWR 14243 Less Depreciation (20,900) (21,984)

35-43 Logan Road Kingaroy - 206,836 

4610 LOG 35-43 Land - 206,836 

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS 1,224,803 1,515,256 

TOTAL ASSETS 1,322,002 1,846,619 

CURRENT LIABILITIES   

GST Account (430) (1,093)

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES (430) (1,093)

TOTAL LIABILITIES (430) (1,093)

NET ASSETS 1,322,432 1,847,712 
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12.4. Balance Sheet Continued Equity 30 June 2022 
 2021 

$ 
2022 

$ 
EQUITY   

Gifted Equity 240,968 654,426 

107 Home Creek Loop Rd Cushnie 624,072 624,072 

14191 Chinchilla Wondai Rd Cushnie 398,000 398,000 

14193 Chinchilla Wondai Rd Cushnie 200,029 200,029 

35-43 Logan Rd Kingaroy - 200,000 

General reserve 29,459 35,469 

Retained earnings (170,096) (264,284) 

TOTAL EQUITY 1,322,432 1,847,712

 

13. Member Liability 

God's Way Ltd had five members during the reporting period. 

Each member, regardless of their class of membership, is liable to pay the amount of $100 if the company 
is closed down.  

14.  Looking Ahead 

In the coming years God's Way Ltd would like to provide the Divine Truth organisation with support and 
assistance to recommence sharing spiritual teaching with the world. Over the past five years Jesus and 
Mary Magdalene's time has been spent assisting in God's Way Ltd projects and management. 

God's Way Ltd values the teachings of Divine Truth; without them God's Way organisation would not 
exist. God's Way Ltd constitution is based entirely on Divine Truth principles and The Way of 
progression towards God that Jesus discovered in the first century and continues to teach today. At its 
inception, part of the mission of God's Way Ltd was to provide technical, administrative and event 
hosting services to Divine Truth Pty Ltd. So, the organisation intends to shift focus somewhat in the 
coming year and begin to assist with certain Divine Truth projects.  

The board remains confident that if current members and volunteers focus on the growth of their personal 
spiritual condition and the moral and ethical dealings of the company, then the organisation will not only 
attract sufficient funds but also new members to ensure the growth of God's Way Ltd. 
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15. Finds in the Field 

Below is a selection of magnificent flora and fauna spotted during activities this year 
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Grasshopper along for the ride  
in the mother of millions bucket 

 

 

Iridescent fly 

 

 

Can you spot the (white) grubs? 
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How big are those mushrooms! 

 

 

Above & Left: Various fungi after rains 
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Insects mating 

 

 

Fungi 

 

 

 

Can you spot the frog? 

 

 

Can you spot the grasshopper? 

 

 

Pea flowers in terraces 

 

 

Can you see the caterpillar? 
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For the love of fungi! 

 

Above & Top Right: Fungi 

Bottom Left: Caterpillar 

 

 


